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ABSTRACT 

 
There is a widespread tendency in oral implantology that leads to consider the immediate post-extraction implant 

more frequently in the frontal region and, although less often, in posterior areas. Each of these sectors has its peculiarities, 

advantages, and risks. Although there are several shared protocols for the immediate post-extraction system in the front 

area, there are none for those in the rear sectors. The aim of this study is to propose, through the presentation of a case 

report, systematics that makes it as predictable to the clinician beforehand, in the diagnostic phase, to draw up a treatment 

plan as close as possible to the situation that will be found once the tooth has been extracted. That is, to give a technique, 

which in any case is always for experienced operators, for which the immediate insertion of the implant once the multi-

rooted tooth has been extracted and its long-term success is more predictable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
There is a widespread tendency in oral implantology that leads to consider the immediate post-extraction implant 

more frequently in the frontal region and, although less often, in posterior areas. Each of these sectors has its peculiarities, 

advantages, and risks. Patients and operators agree in favoring less inquisitive solutions possible, fewer sessions, and 

therefore greater speed to reach the end of treatment in the shortest possible time, where the conditions are met. 

Although there are several shared protocols for the immediate post-extraction system in the front area (1), there are 

none for those in the rear sectors. If it is true that some studies speak of high success rates (2, 3), others instead report a 

high possibility of failure linked to the diameter of the fixtures (4). A recent prospective study of 15 consecutive patients, 
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in which 4 of 15 immediate post-extraction implants on molars had to be removed before 1 year, demonstrated a relatively 

low survival rate (73.3%) (5). 

In any case, they are studies that exclude infected alveoli or cases in which fixtures "cannot" be inserted (due to poor 

quantity or quality of residual bone found in the surgical phase and not predictable by x-ray examination or pre-operative 

planning); therefore, these researches do not inform us about the predictability of the possibility of successfully inserting 

an immediate post-extraction implant into molar sites.  

The studies of the reviews above mainly investigate the success rate, or survival, of those implants that have been 

able to be inserted because the anatomical situations of the post-extraction alveolus have been considered reliable. The 

problem of the clinician is, instead, being in front of the patient and not having yet extracted the tooth - therefore not 

knowing if and what anatomical conditions the post-extraction alveolus will present - predict in advance if in that case an 

implant can be inserted with the appropriate conditions of stability, correct positioning and asepsis, or an ARP (Alveolar 

Ridge Preservation) will have to be performed (6) and the insertion of the fixture will have to be postponed or postponed.  

First, the patient must always be warned, not intraoperatively, to avoid uncomfortable situations, disappointments, 

or false expectations (7). In fact, the option of a second surgical phase should always be proposed in the first visit, possibly 

also giving the patient an idea of its greater or lesser percentage predictability. Even in the relationship of communication 

with the patient, these are relevant aspects (8). 

In fact, it must be considered that several of these post-extraction sites could present (radiographically or clinically) 

infections or bacterial contamination due to infiltrations, fractures, and endo-periodontal lesions. These, when present, in 

addition to having to be naturally resolved and decontaminated, indirectly affect the quality and quantity of the residual 

alveolar bone and, therefore, the presence or absence of minimum conditions required to obtain the primary stability of 

the fixture, the correct positioning from the point of view and the possibility of safe healing of the site (9). It is, therefore, 

very difficult to predict whether the residual inter-radicular bone will be of adequate quality and quantity to accommodate 

the fixture in multi-rooted teeth in the immediate post-extraction phase. That said, it is up to the operator to use all 

available means to increase the chances of concluding the implant insertion in a single surgical phase (avulsion and 

immediate insertion of the fixture in the post-extraction alveolus) 

In summary, the challenges that in this type of intervention we must face are: 

a) the preservation of bone, both of the buccal wall and the interradicular septum, that can be lost or compromised 

as a consequence of an inquiring avulsion, particularly in the frequent ankylosed elements; 

b) the correct management of the residual infection (from the odontogenic lesion, granuloma, or cyst), which is not 

an obstacle because it can and must be neutralized (10), but which certainly can increase the risk of 

contamination, and therefore of lack of osseointegration, of part or all of the implant surface (11). Systemic 

antibiotic therapy is not always sufficient to do this (12); 

c) the reliable closure by the second intention of the gap, almost always > 2 mm (13), which hesitates between 

fixtures and residual alveolar walls; 

d) stabilization of the clot, including adequate protection of the (14) flapless post-surgical site; 

e) the induction of healing by the second intention, aiming to maintain or increase the peri-implant keratinized 

gingiva band (15). 

The aim of this study is to propose, through the presentation of a case report, systematics that makes it as predictable 

to the clinician beforehand, in the diagnostic phase, to draw up a treatment plan as close as possible to the situation that 

will be found once the tooth has been extracted. That is, to give a technique, which in any case is always for experienced 

operators, for which the immediate insertion of the implant once the multi-rooted tooth has been extracted and its long-

term success is more predictable. 

 
CLINICAL CASE REPORT 

 
Patient evaluation and case planning 

Female patient, 46 years old, non-smoker, good oral hygiene, general negative history. Radiographic examination 

revealed an encapsulated, fractured, asymptomatic 1.6 (Fig. 1, 2). 
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Fig. 1. Encapsulated, fractured, asymptomatic 

1.6 pre op. 

 

Fig. 2. Encapsulated, fractured, asymptomatic 

1.6 rvg T=0. 

 

 

 

 

 

The CBCT confirmed the presence of periapical odontogenic lesions organized on the two mesial and distal-

vestibular roots (Fig. 3, 4) and helped analyze residual bone thicknesses and anatomical relationships with the maxillary 

sinus floor and surrounding tissues. Also, the thickness and conditions of soft tissue were evaluated and found stable. 

  

 

 
             Fig. 3. CBCT T=0. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. CBCT confirmed the presence of periapical odontogenic lesions organized on the two mesial and disto-

vestibular roots. 
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Surgical procedure 

According to a known protocol, the patient was prepared for surgery and received complete mouth disinfection 

by the dental hygienist one week before surgery (16). She also received pharmacological protocol: Azitromicine 500 mg, 

1 every 24 hours for three days, beginning the day before the surgery; paracetamol 1000 mg, 2 hours before surgery; 

chlorhexidine 0,20% rinse, 3 per day, from 3 days before surgery.  

Two anesthetic cartridges (Mepi Mynol 20 mg/ml, mepivacaina cloridrato, 1:100.000) were injected locally from the 

beginning till the end of the surgery (50 min). These were the phases of surgery, as shown in the pictures: 

 

1. Atraumatic avulsion. The alloy-porcelain crown, present in this case, is removed, and the rest of the clinical 

crown is separated (Fig. 5) following the root anatomy, with the normal tungsten carbide cutter separating the 

roots up to the floor of the pulp chamber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Fig. 5. The alloy-porcelain crown is removed, and the rest of the clinical crown is separated. 

 

2. With a special piezoelectric insert (ES009NT, Esacrom®), the separation of the roots was completed with a 

conservative technique and in safety for the surrounding noble structures (floor of the maxillary sinus, bundle 

bone, palatine artery), reducing surgical times and post-operative morbidity for the patient (Fig. 6) (17). 

 

 

 

  Fig. 6. Completed separation of the roots with a special piezoelectric insert (ES009NT, Esacrom®). 

 

3. The avulsion was particularly inquiring since the roots are ankylosed. Eight fragments were gently extracted 

with the utmost respect for the residual anatomy, preserving the maximum hard tissues that will provide primary 

stability to the fixture (Fig. 7). 
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         Fig. 7. Extracted fragments. 

 

4. Decontamination and inspection of the post-extraction site. The cavitation effect (18) is now adopted in its 

appearance as a powerful tissue decontaminator. It is exploited, even after removing the apexes and the 

granulation tissue present, leaving the insert (the same used for avulsion) to vibrate for 30-40 seconds inside the 

post-extraction alveolus filled with physiological saline solution (Fig. 8). The insert can be of any type; the 

important thing is that it does not come into contact with the alveolar bone tissue but is immersed and surrounded 

by saline solution (the recommended parameters for this procedure with this insert are U = 60; V=90; P=100). 

The conservative technique used guarantees an excellent field visibility (due to the hemostatic effect of 

cavitation), and the maintenance of the most significant amount of alveolar bone possible, thanks to piezoelectric 

surgery (Fig. 9) (18). 

 

            

      Fig. 8. Post-extraction alveolus filled with physiologica. 

 

 

                      

              Fig. 9. Result of the conservative technique. 
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5. Implant insertion. Once the site for the placement of the implant has been identified with the piezoelectric 

handpiece (insert ES052XGT, Esacrom®) or similar, depending on the thickness of residual bone, the first 

invitation to osteotomy is gently practiced in the center of the interradicular septum bone (Fig. 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Fig. 10. Osteotomy area (with Piezo). 

 

This is the most important cut, and the Piezo is the only tool capable of maintaining such thin thicknesses but 

also sufficiently resistant to accommodate the implant. This portion of the bundle bone will guarantee the 

necessary primary stability, Torque, and ISQ to the fixture that will be placed. 

 

6. When this is done, it is easier to continue the osteotomy at low speed (250-300 rpm) with the implant kit's 

progressive cutters according to the different manufacturers' protocols (Fig. 11). 

 

 

                   

 Fig. 11. After the initial drilling with Piezo, the osteotomy ends with the cutters of each implant kit. 

 

7. After the osteotomy, the site is prepared or underprepared (in this case, a cutter Ø 3.5 mm), according to the 

quantity and quality of bone D1-D4 the fixture is inserted, in this case of Ø 4.1mm, with an insertion Tq 35 Nmc, 

and ISQ (Osstell©) 80-50 (Fig. 12).  

 

 

                   

    Fig. 12. Implant correctly inserted in the residual bone. 

 

8. Hyaluronic Acid (H-mix). xHYA Regedent®, a cross-linked stabilized Hyaluronic Acid gel, fills the gap in the 

alveolar bone. Everything is then stabilized by a collagen tablet (Collaplug; Zimmer®) placed coronally to protect 
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the site previously soaked with xHYA gel (Fig. 13). Although it has been shown that xHYA, both with collagen 

and without, still has a bone regeneration effect (19), it is preferable to use it for space-making, given the large 

crater formed after these teeth' extraction.  

 

                       

Fig. 13. Collagen tablet (Collaplug; Zimmer®) placed coronally to protect the site. 

 

The procedure of mixing xHYA and Collagen aims to maintain its “space-making” effect for as long as possible, 

slowing down its reabsorption and lysis by salivary proteases (20), thus allowing a better stabilization of the clot 

and, at the same time, ensuring good healing for second intention. 

9. The suture. A cross-stitch in pseudo-monofilament polyamide (Supramid n. 4/0) is given, with care to involve 

sufficient portions of healthy and thick tissues (Fig. 14). Healing by second intention creates the conditions for 

the increase of keratinized gingiva, fundamental for the success and long-term maintenance of peri-implant soft 

and hard tissues. 

 

 

      

               Fig. 14. The suture.        

                         

 

10. An additional application of xHYA is directed to cover the entire area (Fig. 15). It is necessary not to swallow 

the patient for 3-4 minutes to let the gel solidify and instruct him so that for the 2 hours following the operation 

he does not drink, eat or throw his mouth. 

 

 

 

           Fig. 15. Additional xHYA is inserted all over the graft. 
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11. Final RVG (Fig. 16). 

 

              

    Fig. 16. Final RVG 

 

12. The following controls evidence the effectiveness of healing (Fig. 17-20). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

         Fig. 17. Control at 7 days.                     Fig. 18. Removal of the suture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Fig. 20. Effectiveness of healing T=4m RVG. 

 

 

          Fig. 19. Effectiveness of healing T=4m. 
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Fig. 21. Note the healed soft tissue 

around the implant. 
Fig. 22. Final delivery of the ceramic. 

 

 

 

 

13. Delivery of the final work at 5 months (Fig. 21-24). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Piezoelectric surgery is an excellent tool to handle delicate or compromised hard- and soft-tissue conditions with 

less risk for the patient. Minimal accidental damage to adjacent soft-tissue structures allows for a safe and gentle surgical 

approach, particularly to thin and fragile bony structures (18, 21). Piezoelectric instruments reduce the risk of nerve 

damage when used for lower molar tooth extraction. When it is used in the upper posterior sites, it is safer when, as often 

happens, the clinician is working close to the maxillary sinus area or near the vase and nerves.  

The reduction of overheating, frequent in extraction with classic instrumentation, bone surgery, or implantology, 

is explained by the generation of a cavitation effect in the irrigation solution due to the mechanical micromovements at a 

frequency of approximately 25–30 kHz. This also accounts for the local sterilization effect and reduced bleeding, which 

means better surgical visibility and increased safety (22, 23). 

A mechanical shock wave that vibrates linearly produces the sonic and ultrasonic frequency (25-30 kHz). The 

cutting tip works with a reduced vibration amplitude (horizontal 20-200 µm, vertical 20-60 µm). This allows for the main 

advantages of this device, which are precise and selective cutting, the avoidance of thermal damage, and safety for the 

patient (22). The selective cutting is the result of the limited amplitude. Only mineralized tissue will be cut at this 

amplitude because soft tissue requires frequencies greater than 50 kHz (24). 

Resonance-frequency analysis was applied to evaluate the implant-stability quotient (ISQ) in sites prepared by 

conventional drilling or piezoelectric tips. It showed significant increases in ISQ values for the piezo-surgery group. 

Fig. 23. Final RVG T=5months. 

 

 Fig. 24. T=5 months; note the maintenance 

of a large band of KG. 
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Therefore, the ISQ of the fixtures placed using the piezoelectric device was greater than that obtained when the implants 

were placed using the conventional technique (25). 

Several clinical studies have evaluated the degree of contamination of the autogenous bone particles that can be 

obtained with bone collectors during implant osteotomy. The result demonstrated that collected bone particles contain 

oral microorganisms that may cause infectious complications. Owned to the effectiveness of different decontamination 

methods, stringent aspiration protocol, preoperative oral chlorhexidine rinse, and antibiotic prophylaxis (26, 27) were 

important precautions that have been tried to implement when collected bone particles are to be implanted. Despite 

reducing contamination of collected bone particles, none of the methods described in the literature can completely 

decontaminate collected bone particles or prevent the risk of infectious complications. Further research is needed to 

identify more effective decontamination methods (28). The presented PDH-mix protocol is a proposal in that sense. 

Hyaluronic Acid (HyA) is well known as a non-sulfated glycosaminoglycan structured biomolecule and a major 

natural component of the extracellular matrix in many tissues, including the skin (29), joints, eyes, and periodontium (30). 

The rationale for using it in PDH-mix protocol is because, physiochemically and biologically, HyA has been demonstrated 

to have huge effects: bacteriostatic (31, 32), antibacterial (33), anti-inflammatory (34) and anti-oedematous (30, 31). 

Moreover, extensive in vitro studies have demonstrated that HyA significantly stimulates clot formation (29, 35), induces 

angiogenesis (36), and increases osteogenesis (29, 37); all factors we strongly need to make more predictable the post-

extractive immediate implant in the posterior area. Moreover, the piezoelectric device stimulated peri-implant 

osteogenesis and reduced proinflammatory cytokines (38).  

All these factors, synergistically gathered in PDH-mix protocol, can provide a more reliable and predictable 

surgical placement of the implant in a fresh extraction socket, healthy and/or ankylosed or not, after molar extraction. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Atraumatic extraction and immediate implant placement in the molar area is a challenging procedure for the 

clinic, and it’s, in any case, for expert operators.  

The PHD-mix protocol may improve the possibilities to insert the fixture and improve the prognosis relative to 

the final esthetic and functional results, facing the different local anatomical and biological situations and decreasing the 

complications, reducing the number of surgical procedures required to end the case successfully. 
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